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Enjoy
your Living Spaces
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We live in a time full of opportunities 
and new ways of living our work.

Today, the diversity, safety, comfort and 
versatility of workplaces have become a 
real issue.

The myO brand designs technical, 
decorative, easy-to-install and 
environmentally friendly products.

MYO KNOW-HOW?

We aim to offer you clever and 
efficient products, dedicated to fitting 
out all kind of open spaces: offices, 
meeting rooms, restaurants, reception 
halls…

All sort of open spaces that require 
improved acoustic comfort, visual 
separation or the creation of new forms 
of space to provide an ideal working 
environment and move forward serenely.



[WORKING PRIVACY]

myO ensures acoustic 
well-being with a wide 
range of products that 
have been laboratory 
tested, to guarantee 
comfortable surroundings.

myO ensures solutions 
that enable you to meet in 
spaces with more privacy. 
There are imaginative and 
suitably-designed products 
to create a balance between 
communication and 
protection.

myO ensures confidential 
discussions can take place, 
with solutions that allow 
for individual isolation or 
collaboration as a small 
group.

Silence 
certified

Privacy 
certified

Confidentiality 
certified

[WORKING PRIVACY]
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ACOUSTIC 
CERTIFIED

CERTIFIED 
STRUCTURING

CERTIFIED 
FIRE 
RESISTANCE

CERTIFIED 
PRODUCT 
ADAPTATION

CERTIFIED 
INSULATION

Pictogram guaranteeing that the myO product is certified to absorb different sounds in 
reverberant spaces.

The need for sound absorption is generally encountered in 3 different contexts:

1 / the meeting room, to improve the clarity of a sound or the intelligibility of a voice;

2 / the restaurant, to improve communication;

3 / the office space, to promote concentration and privacy.

This is why their performance is measured in an independent accredited test laboratory.

For each of our products, a test report expressed in Equivalent Absorption Area (EAA) 
and / or in αw is produced. (These acoustic tests are available on request).

Pictogram guaranteeing you that the 
myO product brings to the user more 
comfort thanks to a visual separation 
with its close environment.

Other benefits: the delimitation and 
organization of space (definition of 
dedicated areas, traffic direction ...).

Pictogram guaranteeing that the myO 
product can, under certain conditions, be 
adapted in terms of size and / or finish.

Do not hesitate to consult your usual 
contact.

Pictogram guaranteeing that the myO 
product has a B-s2, d0 fire reaction 
classification report in some of the 
finishes we offer.

This certification is mandatory in most of 
pulic spaces (Test reports and regulations 
are available on request). It can also be 
requested by security commissions.

Pictogram guaranteeing that the myO 
product benefits from a sound insulation 
report (available on request).

This product is more or less impermeable 
to external sounds, depending on 
its implementation. This insulation is 
characterized by a result expressed in dB 
Rw or dB Ra.

Quickly identify the main features of myO products
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Travel with 
our universes
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[19] lugn

[33] quieto

[43] aluscreen

[49] box

[07] kinô

Lugn panel

Lugn cube

Lugn totem

Lugn Rotating Acoustic Screen 
(Duo360)

Lugn Acoustic Screen (Uno)

Lugn desk divider

Lugn Finishes / Fixings

Quieto panel with frame

Quieto panel without frame

Quieto Petals kit 

Quieto ceiling panel

Quieto Finishes / Fixings

Aluscreen standard movable screen

Aluscreen acoustique movable screen

Aluscreen Finishes / Fixings

Phone & Meeting Box

Kinô totem

Kinô suspension

Kinô zone divider

Kinô screen

Kinô desk divider

Kinô Finishes / Fixings



kinô
Entrez dans le nouvel 
univers myO...

[WORKING PRIVACY]

KINÔ... 
Come 
into the 
new myO 
universe
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[WORKING PRIVACY]

kinô
Kinô totem

 Kinô suspension

Kinô zone divider

Kinô screen

Kinô desk divider

From a Japanese 
inspiration, myO products 
from the Kinô range 
are both functional and 
elegant. Designed to 
provide comfort and well-
being, this range draws 
its essence from the 
minimalist design of the 
country’s culture in the 
rising sun: mineral colors, 
cut patterns evoking the 
sun, the Seigaiha wave or 
the Dragon triangle. Easy 
to set up, kinô acoustic 
products will give you all 
the serenity you need to 
furnish your office spaces.

PRODUCTS



LUGN TOTEM

ht: 860 or 1560 mm 
Basement :  Ø400 mm

[ KINÔ TOTEM ]
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Composed of polyester fiber panels nested in a raw wood base, the harmonious 
curves of the Kinô totem are in the form of a cylinder or a tulip. Equipped with 
dimmable light, this acoustic totem has a very significant second function. 

Combine 
 light & acoustics



[ KINÔ SUSPENSION ]

CYLINDER 
ht: 500 - Ø400 mm

TULIP 
ht: 500 - Ø480 mm

TRIANGLE (depending on configuration)

ht: 530 to 560 - Ø600 mm

KINÔ SUSPENSION
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Design & functional

The Kinô suspension is an acoustic object designed to reduce 
reverberation in your spaces. Add a light and the suspension 

gives off a warm, ambient light.



[ KINÔ ZONE DIVIDER ]

Give privacy to your spaces with Kinô zone dividers.
Light and airy, these products are signed with a solid wood insert to highlight 

environmentally friendly manufacturing.

mono-zone divider:
1180 x 1800 mm

kit of 3 zone dividers:
3x (375 x 1180 mm)

KINÔ ZONE DIVIDER (12 mm thick)

Elegance & 
lightness...
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[ KINÔ SCREEN ]

The Kinô screens, like the curtains, are 
available with or without cut-out patterns 

with wooden or PET bases. 
The Wavy version offers a slightly wavy 

panel cut-out.  

KINÔ SCREEN
PET base

848 x 1660 x 24 mm
(24 mm thick)

Kinô screen - Wavy

Kinô screen - Rectangle

Kinô screen - 100% PET

1000 x 1600 mm
1000 x 1800 mm

1200 x 1600 mm
1200 x 1800 mm

KINÔ SCREEN - Wooden base

(24 mm thick)



[ KINÔ DESK DIVIDER ]

Privacy is no longer 
a privilege.

1100 x 470 / 580 x 24 mm
1300 x 470 / 580  x 24 mm
1500 x 470 / 580  x 24 mm

1700 x 470 / 580 x 24 mm
700 x 470 / 580  x 24 mm
800 x 470 / 580  x 24 mm

KINÔ DESK DIVIDER

Thanks to different fixing systems, the Kinô desk divider can be 
placed or hung on an individual or double desk to allow everyone to 

have their space.
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The cutout shape is 
designed to facilitate 
the arrangement of 
Kinô desk dividers 
and the passage of 
cables.

It is available in a 
flush version to the 
desktop or slightly 
overhanging version.



HUSH

kinô FINISHES

TOTEM - SUSPENSION
ZONE DIVIDER
SCREEN
DESK DIVIDER

SUSPENSION 
ZONE DIVIDER - SCREEN
DESK DIVIDER

POLYESTER 
FIBER 
2 colors

Scan the QR code to view 
the different colors and 

finishes available. 
Please note, however, that there is a 

difference between a digital preview 
and the actual color of the finish.

80% polyester / 20% viscose

28 colors
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QUICK & EASY TO INSTALL

Ceiling fixations

Concrete slab - plasterboard - 
T24 frame - wood ceiling

Zone divider - Suspension

Kinô desk divider

ZONE DIVIDER / SCREEN 
with or without patterns cutout

Triangle - Wave - Disc 

Ceiling clips for 
single desk 
(from 5 to 42mm)

Ceiling clips for 
double desk 
(from 5 to 42mm)

KINÔ objects

Screen / Totem
Placed on the floor

Placed on the floor



lugn

[MYO - WORKING PRIVACY]

UNIVERS

[MYO - WORKING PRIVACY]
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[MYO - WORKING PRIVACY]

lugn

From Nordic inspiration, 
myO products in the 
Lugn range adopt 
Scandinavian style 
codes. To bring calm 
and serenity in noisy 
environments, these 
products are based on 
a robust design and the 
use of high performance 
acoustic material. The 
final touch: a wide 
choice of colors, multiple 
variations thanks to a 
fabric cover that most 
of the time can be easily 
removed !

Lugn panel

Lugn cube

Lugn totem

Lugn Rotating Acoustic Screens (Duo360)

Lugn Acoustic Screen (Uno)

Lugn desk divider [MYO - WORKING PRIVACY]

PRODUCTS



If silence was 
  a decorative art ...

300x1195x50 mm 
300x1795x50 mm
300x2390x50 mm

400x1195x50 mm 
495x1500x50 mm 
495x1700x50 mm

600x600x50 mm 
600x1195x50 mm 
600x1795x50 mm 
600x2390x50 mm

1195x1195x50 mm 
1195x1795x50 mm
1195x2390x50 mm

[ LUGN RECTO RECTANGULAR ]

LUGN RECTO RECTANGULAR
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The Lugn rectangular acoustic 
panel is available in uni-color, 
printed or bi-color fabrics with a 
tone-on-tone stitching.
It is magnetized on the wall or 
hangs horizontally, with or without 
integrated lighting ... to provide 
acoustic comfort.



[ LUGN RECTO-VERSO RECTANGULAR ]

300x1195x50 mm 
300x1795x50 mm
300x2390x50 mm

400x1195x50 mm 
495x1500x50 mm 
495x1700x50 mm

600x600x50 mm 
600x1195x50 mm 
600x1795x50 mm 
600x2390x50 mm

1195x1195x50 mm 
1195x1795x50 mm

LUGN RECTO-VERSO RECTANGULAR 

The Lugn recto-verso rectangular acoustic panel is fixed vertically, in portrait or 
landscape position. It provides double comfort: visual and acoustic.
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LUGN CIRCLE

Ø 600 mm - Ø 800 mm - Ø 1200 mm
(45 mm thick)

LUGN TRIANGLE

600 x 600 x 600 mm
1195 x 1195 x 1195 mm 
(50 mm thick)

[ LUGN CIRCLE / TRIANGLE ]

Vary the acoustics by 
playing on the shapes!

Lugn circle and triangle acoustic panels, available in plain 
fabric, can be attached to walls or hung horizontally, with or 

without integrated lighting.



[ LUGN CUBE ]

LUGN CUBE

310 x 310 x 310 mm
500 x 500 x 500 mm 

What you can 
hear is as 
important...
This fun Lugn cube can be 
suspended from the ceiling 
from a hook and provides 
both decoration and acoustic 
comfort.
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[ LUGN TOTEM ]

LUGN TOTEM

1100 x 390 x 390 mm
2000 x 390 x 390 mm

... as what 
you can see

Placed and moved 
as you wish, the 
Lugn totem is easily 
movable . It will bring 
you acoustic comfort 
in spaces where 
walls and ceilings are 
sometimes very busy.

Totem Lugn 
personalized by 
designer Thomas 
Baumgärtel



Bet on the 
modularity 

of spaces

[ LUGN ROTATING ACOUSTIC SCREENS - DUO 360 ]

LUGN DUO 360

Trapeze :  500/250 x 1709 mm
Rectangle : 375 x 1709 mm
(±35 mm thick)
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Set-up and make this new acoustic screen rotate at 45, 90 and up to 
360°. The DUO 360 was designed to create more privacy (or not!) 

around a defined space or to delimit an aisle. 



Increase 
your 
visual 

privacy.

[ LUGN SCREEN - UNO ]

UNO LUGN 

1200 x 1600 mm
(±35 mm thick)

This large screen ensures perfect stability 
thanks to its two 100 mm raised feet. 

Complementing the Duo 360, the UNO screen 
structures spaces by providing privacy and 

acoustic comfort.
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Fixed or simply installed, the Lugn desk divider preserves everyone’s 
privacy and provides more acoustic comfort.

[ LUGN DESK DIVIDER ]

400 x 1195 x 50 mm
495 x 600 x 50 mm
495 x 1500 x 50 mm

495 x 1700 x 50 mm
600 x 1195 x 50 mm

LUGN DESK DIVIDER



B-s2 d0
HUSH

TWIST &
TWIST MELANGE

TWIST 
MELANGE

lugn FABRIC FINISHES

RECTO / RECTO-VERSO PANEL
DESK DIVIDER
CUBE - TOTEM - SCREEN

RECTO RECTANGLE
TOTEM

DUO 360 / UNO

RECTO  / RECTO-VERSO PANEL
DESK DIVIDER
CUBE - TOTEM - SCREEN

PRINTED

B-s2 d0

Foam 
fabric

With the visual of your choice
or among millions of images

80% polyester / 20% viscose

28 colors

100% polyester

35 colors

100% polyester

7 colors

Scan the QR code to 
view the different colors 

and finishes available. 
Please note, however, that 

there is a difference between a 
digital preview and the actual 

color of the finish.
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QUICK & EASY TO INSTALL

Wall fixation

Rectangular 
Triangle

Cloth fitting 
panel

Recto-verso 
panel 

Cross-panel 
fastening systems

Cube
Fixing with an 
adjustable hook

Totem
Placed on the floor

Duo 360 / UNO
Placed on the floor

LUGN panel

LUGN objects

LUGN 
desk divider

Ceiling fixations

Concrete slab - plasterboard - 
T24 frame - wood ceiling

Loose lay

Ceiling clips 
(from 19 to 40mm)



quieto
UNIVERS

[MYO - WORKING PRIVACY]
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[MYO - WORKING PRIVACY]

quieto
Quieto panel with frame

Quieto panels (without frame)

Quieto Petals kit

Quieto ceiling panel

From a Mediterranean 
inspiration, myO 
products from the 
Quieto range have 
a refined design, 
specific to their 
manufacturing method, 
thermoforming. 
Acoustic, they bring 
an original decorative 
touch to ceilings 
and walls. Their 
lightness combined 
with their diversity 
of implementation 
make Quieto products 
innovative solutions 
to meet the need for 
quietness in reverberant 
spaces.

PRODUCTS



Make the choice 
of decoration and 
acoustics.

[ QUIETO PANEL WITH FRAME ]

780 x 780 mm (3D)

1160 x 1160 mm (3D)

580 x 1160 mm

900 x 1160 mm (3D)

800 x 1600 mm
1160 x 1600 mm (3D)

QUIETO PANEL WITH FRAME 

(3D) Available dimensions for
Quieto 3D panel
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±18 mm

±18 mm

±18 mm
±35 mm

Thermoformed, the 
Quieto acoustic panel 
offers a neat and 
contemporary design.

Choose a fabric, go for 
the print or opt for a 3D 
version, with round or 
square patterns ...

all framed!

Made with 
3D patterns



Bring lightness ...

The QUIETO panels and petals 
kit bring a light and airy design 
to spaces while significantly 
reducing the reverberation of 
sound in the room. 

These acoustic panels without 
visible frame are available in 
round, rectangle or in kit of 3 UNI-
color petals of different sizes and 
shapes.

QUIETO ROUND

Ø 700 mm - Ø 960 mm - Ø 1140 mm
(±50 mm thick)

QUIETO RECTANGLE

760 x 760 mm    760 x 1140 mm 
1140 x 1140 mm 
(±50 mm thick)

[ QUIETO PANELS ]
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Kit of 3 petals - surface of 3 standard ceiling panels: 
±977*693 mm /±749*525 mm / ±642*475 mm
(±50 mm thick)

QUIETO PETALS KIT

[ QUIETO PETALS KIT ]



Take 
design 
to the 
heights

[ QUIETO CEILING PANEL ]
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(1)

(2)

QUIETO ceiling tile & ceiling 
panel can be fitted easily, 
by simply laying them as a 
replacement of conventional 
ceiling tiles on a T15 or T24 
suspended ceiling frame.

600 x 600 mm
600 x 1200 mm

(1) QUIETO CEILING TILE (±20 mm thick)
(2) QUIETO CEILING PANEL (±50 mm thick)



HUSH

TWIST

TWIST 
MELANGE

B-s2 d0

B-s2 d0

B-s2 d0

quieto FABRIC FINISHES

PANEL WITH/WITHOUT FRAME
PETALS KIT - CEILING TILE / PANEL

PANEL WITH FRAME
QUIETOSTICK RECTANGLE
CEILING TILE

PANEL WITH/WITHOUT FRAME
PETALS KIT - CEILING TILE / PANEL

PANEL WITH/WITHOUT FRAME
PETALS KIT - CEILING TILE / PANEL

80% polyester / 20% viscose

28 colors
B-s2 d0

B-s2 d0

B-s2 d0

100% polyester

18 colors

100% polyester

17 coloris
PRINTED
With the visual of your choice
or among millions of images

Scan the QR code to 
view the different colors 

and finishes available. 
Please note, however, that 

there is a difference between a 
digital preview and the actual 

color of the finish.
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QUICK & EASY TO INSTALL

QUIETO tile and panel 
 fitted as a replacement for ceiling tiles 
on a T15 / T24 suspended ceiling frame

3D PATTERNS:
round - square 

small round

QUIETO panel with frame

QUIETO panels

QUIETO ceiling panel

Wall fixation (screw)

Ceiling fixations

Concrete slab - plasterboard - 
T24 frame - wood ceiling

Round

3 attachment points on 
the panel for 2 attachment 
points to the ceiling. 

Rectangle

4 attachment points on 
the panel for 2 attach-
ment points to the ceiling.

Petals kit 

3 attachment points on 
the panel for 2 attach-
ment points to the ceiling. 

Only ceiling fixations 
(same as the panel with frame)



aluscreen

[MYO - WORKING PRIVACY]

UNIVERS
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[MYO - WORKING PRIVACY]

aluscreen
Aluscreen standard movable screen

Aluscreen acoustique movable screen

Historical product of 
the myO brand, the 
movable low partition 
owes its name to 
its composition: an 
aluminum frame and 
a filling that act as 
a screen in spaces 
where flexible and easy 
partitions are required. 
Its particularity: its 
mulitple choices 
of configurations ! 
Standard or acoustic, 
the movable low 
partition is a real 
chameleon that blends 
into your spaces.

PRODUCTS



Set out your space 
just as you feel it

Standard or acoustic, the 
Aluscreen movable screen 
structures the spaces by 
offering a wide choice 
of finishes: frame, filling, 
dimensions, legs.

[ ALUSCREEN STANDARD MOVABLE SCREEN ]

ALUSCREEN MOVABLE SCREEN

(width) 800 x (height) 1500 / 1700 mm
(width) 1000 x (height) 1500 / 1700 / 2000 mm
(width) 1200 x (height) 1500 / 1700 / 2000 mm

Standard filling
(fabric-glazing-melamine...)

Acoustic filling
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BI-FILLINGS: standard or 
acoustic with glazing or magnetic 

whiteboard at the top

Standard or acoustic 
MONO-FILLING

[ ALUSCREEN ACOUSTIC MOVABLE SCREEN ]



HUSH

TWIST

TWIST 
MELANGE

aluscreen FINISHES

ACOUSTIC MOVABLE SCREEN
STANDARD MOVABLE SCREEN

ACOUSTIC MOVABLE SCREEN

STANDARD MOVABLE SCREEN

Melamine

Glass /
Polycarbonate

Magnetic
whiteboard

80% polyester / 20% viscose  

28 colors

3 colors100% polyester  

18 colors

100% polyester  

17 colors

PRINTED
With the visual of your choice
or among millions of images

Scan the QR code to 
view the different colors 

and finishes available. 
Please note, however, that 

there is a difference between a 
digital preview and the actual 

color of the finish.
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Adjusting screw

Central 
foot

Link strip for joining 2, 3 or 4 panels

Boomerang feet (option: castors)

Aluminium frame
(33mm thick)

7016 FTC satin anodised 9010 FTC
ALUSCREEN movable screen

QUICK & EASY TO INSTALL

Loose lay



[MYO - WORKING PRIVACY]

box
UNIVERS
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[MYO - WORKING PRIVACY]

Feel the need to isolate 
yourself ... alone or with 
others for a collaborative 
exchange, in a comfortable 
space, away from 
eavesdroppers. MyO 
products from the Box 
range certify confidentiality 
and offer you a new space 
for communication and / or 
temporary containment.

box
Phone Box

Meeting Box

PRODUCTS



Isolate yourself from the 
others differently...

For separate, compact and self-supporting  

structures that are soundproofed, take a look at our BOX range. The 
contemporary and technical design will meet your needs and 

re-design your space.

[ PHONE BOX ]
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Request your BOX brochure 
from your sales contact person.

[ MEETING BOX ]



Think Green

CERTIFICATION

ISO 9001

TMTM
CERTIFICATION

ISO 14001

TMTM

[MYO - WORKING PRIVACY]

Dimensions indicated in this catalog given for information only.

Non-contractual photos
Photos credit: ©Charles Mangin ©Raphaël Dhont ©emotiongraphic

Make an informed & 
sustainable choice by 
choosing MYO, a naturally 
responsible brand. 

The components of our products are selected 
for their environmental qualities: PEFC / 
FSC panel, ECOLABEL EU fabric covering, 
absorbent foam and OEKO-TEX fabrics, etc.

The components of our products are mainly 
manufactured in Europe. They are then 
transformed and assembled in our workshops 
in France. 

Consume better,
is to buy less! 

Acoustic comfort does not rhyme with 
accumulation, which is why a MYO partner 
supports you in making the right and the right 
choice for equipping your spaces.

The Lugn universe offers 90% removable 
covers so that you only change the essentials ... 
in the event of a renewal.

Most of our products are 100% recyclable.

This brochure is printed with vegetable inks on 
100% recycled paper. 
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